
TRAIL ASSESSMENT FORM 

 
Doc. #  Trail Name  Thayer Path Trail Type: Footpath Condition Good 

  

Route: Braintree Pass Path to Sassaman Notch Path (Yellow Dot) and Stowe Path / 

Skyline Trail. 

Recent Weather: Sunny, 60’s, some snow and ice on trail from last week’s snow and rain. 

TRAIL 

LANDMARKS 

 
 

 Trail begins at Braintree Pass Path, about 100 yds. from 

Chickatawbut parking lot near Rt 28.  

 The trail is a narrow foot path heads up Chickatawbut Hill and is 

tough to follow is some places. Trail forks to three separate 

terminus. 

 Trail crosses Pipeline at 10 yds.  

 Trail passes large blue water tank at 200 yds. Brown access hatch to 

a valve located on edge of trail.  

 Trail arrives at fence around Education Center at 275 yds. and 

continues along fence until the road to the Education Center. 

 Trail crosses road at 320 yds. and continues along fence to 360 yds. 

 At this point, the trail forks with the left fork heading toward 

Sassaman Notch Path (Yellow Dot) and the other continuing along 

the fence toward Skyline Trail. 

  Left fork heads downhill and forks again at 60 yds. (use LL        

fork and LR fork to differentiate). 

 LL fork continues downhill with a set of steps at 100 yds. 

 Trail arrives at Sassaman Notch Path (Yellow Dots) at 

130 yds. Map shows Marker 3075 but it was not 

observed at intersection. 

 LR fork continues downhill passing large boulder at 100 

yds. 

 Trail arrives at Sassaman Notch Path (Yellow Dots) at 

135 yds. Intersection is marked but embedded stone at 

edge of trail. 

 Right fork continues along the fence to 480 yds. where the trail 

ends at Stowe Path and Skyline Trail intersection. 

 

MINOR&MAJOR 

PROBLEM 

AREAS 

Whole trail would benefit by some brushing to improve ability to follow   

path. 

DISTANCES TO 

MAJOR 

INTERSECTIONS 

 Braintree Pass Path to Education Center road  -  320 yds. 

 Braintree Pass Path to Stowe Path / Skyline Trail  -  480 yds. 

Report prepared by: Bob Flagg Assessment date: 2/20/16 

 


